Drying-process of many kinds of farm produce in a close room, such as mushroom-drying machine, is generally a complicated nonlinear and timedelay cause, in which the temperature and the humidity are the main controlled elements. The accurate controlling of the temperature and humidity is always an interesting problem. It's difficult and very important to make a more accurate mathematical model about the varying of the two. A math model was put forward after considering many aspects and analyzing the actual working circumstance in this paper. Form the model it can be seen that the changes of temperature and humidity in drying machine are not simple linear but an affine nonlinear process. Controlling the process exactly is the key that influences the quality of the dried mushroom. In this paper, the differential geometry theories and methods are used to analyze and solve the model of these smallenvironment elements. And at last a kind of nonlinear controller which satisfied the optimal quadratic performance index is designed. It can be proved more feasible and practical than the conventional controlling.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the yield of mushroom has been increased year by year. It makes the demand of high quality drying-technology urgent. Drying mushroom needs to gain an ideal goal in a limited period or as quickly as it can. In order to reduce the cost of drying process, proper drying methods must be selected. The requirements can be satisfied by the drying equipments which used heat energy associated with solar energy. They not only make best use of the regenerative solar energy but also can ensure the drying time with heat energy when solar energy is not sufficient. It is a kind of combined and efficient drying method.
The environment of the drying machine likes a small green house. The main indexes are illumination, temperature, humidity, air-flowing speed and the quantity of heat. The temperature can't be too high in a long time during the process of mushroom-drying, otherwise the shape, color and the nutrition of the dried mushroom are damaged. The drying time can not be very long. The check of the products depends on the humidity of dried mushroom. In drying process, changes of temperature and humidity are not simple linear but complicated nonlinear. The traditional linear control can not content the needs to exactly control and get high quality products. A comparatively strict and exact control method is needed to get high quality and grades of the products. So, to make an ideal mathematical model about the varying of temperature and humidity in the drying machine is the important thing.
MODEL
Consideration of the cost, glass wall is used to make full use of solar in day. It's paved at night. The ventilation-holes is used to ventilate naturally. Heat energy associated with solar energy control the temperature in machine. So the temperature control dynamic model satisfies the following heat balance equation (Daskalov,1997) :
Where V is the volume of the machine (2)- (4)and (7)- (8) In addition as the temperature and humidity inside are higher than those outside, the temperature and humidity outside have little effect on those of inside. So
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can be regarded as constants.
We take place all the constants in Eqs. (9) and (11) 
So it is a SISO multivariable affine nonlinear control system. Where 
The control purpose is to find an optimal control law u which can make the state variables reach the idealist values and the energy consumed is the least. At the same time, it's to find a coordination transform ) Z ( , changing the nonlinear system into a linear system as equation set (17) 
METHODS AND RESULTS
According to the theory of differential geometry about exact linearization, the affine nonlinear system must have the relative degree r equal the order of the state variables n. so we first calculate the following Lie derivative (Lu Q.,1996) .
denotes the rth order Lie derivative of
So the relative degree of this nonlinear system r-1=1, r=2=n . Now looking for a coordination mapping ) Z ( : 
So, we get the Brunovsky normal form:
Compared with the Eq. set (17), we can get:
is the control law.
Then we will determine the input variable V which is the control input of the linear system of the Brunovsky normal form. To the most reasonable way is using the linear optimal control design method with the quadratic performance index (LQR method) to produce the V*.
It can be proved that the system is a controllable system as the rank of the matrix ..
is n. Selected the linear quadratic performance index (LQR) as follow:
Then we can get the control vector V which makes the performance index functional J reach its extremum. ) ( 
